INTRODUCTION
Lassa virus is a member of the arenavirus family and is distributed in Western Africa. Humans infected by some arenavirus strains, including Lassa, can develop a fatal case of hemorrhagic fever. 1,2 Arenavirus infection has recently been identified as an emerging health treat in the United States, 3-5 and there are currently no FDA approved vaccines or therapeutic agents. 6,7 Arenaviruses are segmented negative-strand RNA viruses and are enveloped by a lipid membrane. The genome codes for a glycoprotein that is posttranslationally cleaved into GP1 and GP2, a nucleoprotein (NP), a viral polymerase (L), and a zinc-binding protein (Z) . No structure of any Lassa protein has been determined; no structures of any other arenavirus protein have been determined except for GP1 of the Machupo virus. 8 The Z-protein of Lassa, and other arenavirus strains, contains a RING domain that coordinates two zinc ions. The role of Z in the life cycle of arenaviruses is not well understood, but Z is believed to have a structural role because of its known interactions with both the NP 9 and the envelope membrane through N-terminal myristoylation. 10 However, Z also interacts with several host proteins, indicating it has several functional roles as well. Z interacts with protein Tsg101 to promote virus budding from cells, 11 analogous to HIV-1 Gag 12 and Ebola matrix protein VP40. 13 Colocalization of Z and the human oncoprotein promyelocytic leukemia protein (PML), which also contains a RING domain, has been observed in cells infected by the arenavirus lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus. 14 The presence of Z acts to redistribute PML nuclear bodies to the cytoplasm, and this interaction is suggested to have implications for arenavirus virulence and in acute promyelocytic leukemia, which reduces cell's ability to perform apo-ptosis. Other interaction partners of Z include prolinerich homeodomain protein, 15 ribosomal protein P0, 16 and eukaryotic initiation factor eIF4E. 17 eIF4E plays an important role in the regulation of translation initiation, and when Z binds to eIF4E it represses translation, which contributes to the characteristic chronic infection of arenavirus. The ability of Z to interact with several proteins, and the parallel to other dangerous viruses, makes structural characterization of Z an important step forward in understanding arenavirus infection.
Recently, the NMR assignment of Lassa Z-protein was published, 18 and the chemical shifts were deposited in the BMRB database (http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/). The 15 N HSQC spectrum was assigned for all but 11 residues, indicating the structure is partially well defined in solution. 18 From the 1 H- 15 N NOEs, it is clear that the most defined part of the structure is the RING domain (res: 26-70), and both termini are expected to be much more dynamic. 18 From the C a chemical shifts an a-helix was clearly present between residues Leu51 and Leu57. In this work, we are interested in elucidating an ensemble of conformations of the Lassa Z-protein consistent with the limited structural information available and examining the structural consequences of its members in light of some of the functional roles of the Z-protein.
The notion of predicting a protein structure based upon chemical shift data is relatively novel. The recently introduced CHESHIRE method uses a fragment-based approach, which incorporates chemical shift data into the building, refinement, and scoring stages of structure prediction. 19 The ROSETTA program has been successful in the de novo structure prediction of small proteins from only amino acid sequence. 20 A new extension, CS-ROSETTA, generates fragments based on the CS, which are then used to build the full-length models with ROSETTA, and then scores the models accounting for their CS deviation from experimental values. 21,22 Both CHESHIRE and CS-ROSSETTA were validated in independent test sets and seemed to yield accurate predictions; both programs predicted all structures within their test sets to be within 2.0 Å backbone root mean squared deviation (rmsd) of the known structures. It should be noted that both test sets consisted of well-structured proteins with a high percentage of a-helix and/or b-sheet secondary structural elements. The CHESHIRE test set contained proteins with at least 51% secondary structure (a-helix and/or b-sheet), and all proteins in the CS-ROSETTA test set contained at least 47% secondary structure.
To predict the structure of the Lassa Z protein, we took an approach that combined elements of homology modeling, molecular dynamics (MD), and the available experimental data from NMR. We generated initial homology model structures using a multiple template method (I-TASSER) 23,24 and from single templates (MODELLER). 25 The initial models underwent refinement with the replica exchange MD protocol (REX), 26 which has been successful at refining structures with the incorporation of NMR data. 27,28 Several chemical  shift prediction servers exist, including SHIFTS, 29,30  SHIFTX, 31 PROSHIFT, 32 CheShift, 33 and SPARTA. 34 In this work, the chemical shifts of the refined structures were predicted with the SPARTA program, which is also used by CS-ROSETTA, and were shown to outperform other CS calculation programs on a test set of 200 proteins. 34 The dynamic regions of Z and the lack of identified secondary structural elements (7% structured) may lead to a diverse conformational ensemble and indicate that a single structural model is less likely to agree with the experimental data. By analogy to NMR ensembles, we constructed weighted ensembles of energetically favorable structures to best match the experimental chemical shifts. The construction of weighted ensembles, optimized against NMR data, for unfolded protein states has been explored previously with the programs ENSEM-BLE 35 and MINOES, 36 and our method follows in a similar vein. We then attempted to both validate and assign function to the ensemble members through a protein-protein docking study with the host protein eIF4E. The docking results were not only consistent with the experimental observations but also allowed us to glean biological insight and make connections between protein dynamics and the various functional roles of the Z protein.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The only available experimentally determined structural information about the Lassa Z-protein is the CS, determined by NMR and deposited in the BMRB database (accession number 15660). 18 The only secondary structural feature determined, based upon the C a shifts, was an a-helix present between residues Leu51 and Leu57. 18 This information was incorporated into our methodology for predicting the structure of the Z-protein.
In the subsections below, we begin by examining the unrefined homology models. We then examine the REX refined structures and detail the methodology we use to go from the initial homology models to our predicted ensembles. Several ensembles are constructed, beginning with the region that spans the two zinc centers (res: 31-67), which is expected to constrain the topology of the protein and be the most rigid segment; we will refer to this segment as the core. We extend our analysis to include the C-terminal segment and the core (res: 31-99) and then finally the full-length protein (res: 1-99). From the ensemble constructed for the full protein, we conduct further studies to explore the plausibility of ensemble members binding Z's known interaction partners Tsg101 and eIF4E.
Homology models
Homology modeling yielded 25 acceptable structural models (20 from MODELLER and five from I-TASSER, as described in the Methods section), 17 of the models had helix in the predicted region. The core of the best model from I-TASSER and the best model from each of the four acceptable templates used by MODELLER are shown in Figure 1(a) . For the five models shown in Figure 1(a) , the average C a rmsd over the core is 4.7 Å . As the experimental chemical shifts are determined from an ensemble of configurations, we were interested in constructing an ensemble that would optimally agree with the experimental data. The quantity we chose to minimize, in predicting an ensemble that best matched the experimental CS, was the chemical shift root mean squared deviation (CS-rmsd) calculated over all matching atoms between the experimental and predicted CS data sets. We first filtered out structures without helix in the predicted region, and with the remaining 17 structures a minimal CS-rmsd ensemble was constructed. The ensemble consisted of 10 structures (those with w j ! 1.0%), and the CS-rmsd of the ensemble was 1.94 ppm; this will be referred to as the homology ensemble (H Full ). The members of H Full with the five largest weights contribute 80% of the population and are shown in Figure 1 (b). The members of the H Full display a consistent topology and similar tertiary structure within the core; however, both the C-terminal and Nterminal segments display large variations (not shown). The structural C a rmsd was calculated between all 10 members of the H Full and ranged from 0.3 to 3.6 Å over the core and 7.4 to 18.4 Å over the entire protein.
Replica exchange refined structures
By considering the final 101 structures from REX (at the lowest temperature) for all 25 homology models, 2525 structures were available for analysis. The clustering and subsequent energy evaluation can be performed on the entire protein or only on a segment of the protein.
In our analysis of the REX structures, we took a hierarchical approach by first evaluating only the core, followed by the core and the C-terminal segment, which contains the late domains, and finally the entire protein including the N-terminal segment. When analyzing (energy evaluation, CS prediction, clustering) only a segment of the protein, the calculations were preformed by ignoring the rest of the protein. The terms representative structure and lowest energy structure will be used synonymously in referring to the structure with the lowest computed energy (from CHARMM) in each cluster.
Core segment: residues The clustering tree of the core shows that there are two main clusters (see Fig. 2 ). The larger cluster consisted of 2020 members (Cluster 1) and the single lowest energy structure of the cluster has a helix spanning residues Leu51-Leu57. In Figure 2 the clusters are colored gray if the representative structure has helix spanning Leu51-Leu57. It can be observed that the smaller cluster at Level 1 (Cluster 2) does not contain any representative structures with helix spanning Leu51-Leu57, whereas Cluster 1 has representative structures with helix and others without helix. Cluster 2 consists mainly of structures that are mostly unfolded in the core; the representative structure of Cluster 2 has much higher energy (21492.7 kcal/mol) than the representative structure of Cluster 1 (21653.6 kcal/mol). When examining all the representative structures, shown in Figure 3 , the lowenergy structures display a wide range of CS-rmsd values, whereas the high-energy structures correspond to high CS-rmsd. Among those structures with both low energy and low CS-rmsd (gray region in Fig. 3 ), there is a prevalence of structures containing helix in the predicted region. To construct an ensemble of representative structures, we considered only structures with a helix spanning the predicted helical region (res: 51-57). We began by performing averaging starting with the three representative structures with helix at the third clustering level (those shown in gray at Level 3 of Fig. 2 ). The same procedure was preformed at all subsequent clustering levels, up to the terminal eighth level. It should be noted that there is redundancy of representative structures between cluster levels; this is due to the fact that a representative structure at a given level will always be present at subsequent levels, and branches that terminate before the terminal level are considered present at each level beyond their termination. The results of this configurational averaging are presented in Table I , and it can be seen that the averaged CS-rmsd decreases with increasing clustering level. From a pool of 40 structures at the terminal clustering level, whose individual CS-rmsds ranged from 2.30 to 2.83 ppm, the minimization algorithm constructs a seven-member ensemble whose weighted average CSrmsd is 1.99 ppm; this will be termed the representative ensemble of the core (R Core ). The ensemble averaged CSrmsd is considerably lower than the best individual CSrmsd of the entire pool of 2525 structures (2.11 ppm). From R Core , the four most dominant members (which contribute 85% based upon the w j s) are shown in Figure  1 (c). There is a consistent topology among all members of the R
Core
. The structural C a rmsd between the members of R Core ranged from 2.4 to 5.7 Å with a population-weighted average of 3.7 Å . The structural rmsd information is presented in Table II Core segment and C-terminus: residues In trying to build toward a complete model of the Zprotein, we next considered the segment spanning the zinc centers to the C-terminus (res: 31-99). The C-terminal region of the protein is of particular interest because of the two proline-rich ''late domains'' it possesses (PTAP, PPPY), which are implicated in viral envelope fission from the cellular membrane. 11,37 The PTAP motif is known to interact with Tsg101, 11 and therefore it is possible that the C-terminus is more structured than the N-terminus (or may undergo a structured to unstructured transition). We followed the same workflow (see When clustering is based upon the entire protein sequence, a much broader distribution is observed compared with the previous two clustering schemes. At the first level, there are two clusters but at the second level there are 124 clusters; clustering from residues 31-67 and 31-99 returned four and seven clusters at Level 2, respectively. Level 4 was the terminal clustering level for the full protein, compared with terminal levels of 8 and 7 for the previous schemes. The interpretation of the broadness and shallowness of the clustering tree is that there is a greater diversity of configurations, which implies that the N-terminus is more flexible than the core or the Cterminus. Following the same methodology (see Fig. 4 ), the representative ensemble of the full protein (R Full ) consisted of 13 structures producing a CS-rmsd of 1.91 ppm, which is lower than the CS-rmsd of H Full (1.94 ppm). The core segment of R Full displays the same topology and tertiary structure that was observed in R Core and R . The C-terminus orientations are similar to those of R 31-99 (see Fig. 4 ). The N-terminus orientations within R Full are widely varying, which is indicative of the flexibility of the region. We also observe fewer contacts between the N-terminus and the core when compared with the C-terminus with the core. Having the N-terminus free and flexible is likely related to the fact that in the mature viral particle the N-terminus is myristoylated 10 and inserted into the envelope membrane. It presumably serves as a flexible linker between the membrane and the core of Z, which may be bound to the major capsid protein and/or the GP spike.
We were interested to understand the relationship between R Full and the original homology models (parent structure). Five members of R Full originated from an I-TASSER model and these account for 56% of the population weight. We observe many instances when a structure has moved away from its parent structure and closer to a different homology model. The general observation is that REX shifted the structures significantly from their parent structure. Even over the most structured core region, the ensemble members moved up to 4.6 Å (C a rmsd) away from their parent structure during REX refinement. Ultimately, this diversification of configurations allowed for better agreement with the experimental CS.
Effect of zinc ions on chemical shift predictions and ensemble construction
We note two potential sources of error in the CS calculation and resultant CS-rmsd minimized ensembles. The first is the uncertainty in the SPARTA calculations themselves, the standard deviations of the predicted 2.4-5.7 3.7 n/a n/a n/a n/a R The averages are population-weighted averages.
Figure 4
Workflow diagram describing the methodology of weighted ensemble construction. 34 The second, and potentially more significant, source of error arises from the neglect of the zinc ions in the CS predictions. The effect of metal ions on chemical shifts is not well understood, and there is no CS prediction program capable of accounting for these metal ions.
In an attempt to remove the influence of zinc from our ensemble construction, we removed those atoms closest to the zinc ions from the CS-rmsd optimization procedure. There are 467 atoms common to both the experimentally and computationally determined CS sets. From the pool of 61 structures used to build R Full , we identified any atom, common to both CS sets, that fell within 3 Å of either zinc ion (the exclusion shell), removed them from the CS-rmsd optimization and constructed a new ensemble. We preformed this same analysis for increasing radius of the exclusion shell up to 8 Å . It is known that the zinc ions should have a deshielding (downfield) effect, 38 leading to increased CS values in their vicinity. As this effect is not captured by the SPARTA CS predictions, one would expect the CS predictions on the atoms around zinc to be lower than the experimental values. For R Full and the ensembles constructed with exclusion shells, the averaged signed error (CS Comp 2 CS Exp ) in concentric shells around the zinc ions was computed. This data are shown in Figure 5 (b), and it can be seen that the error in a shell from 0 to 3 Å and 3 to 4 Å is negative, whereas all other shells show a positive error. Therefore, on an average, the predicted CS within 4 Å of a zinc ion is underestimated (upfield shifted), presumably because of the absence of zinc in the calculation. Beyond 4 Å from the zinc ions, on an average, the predicted CS is overestimated, and therefore this error is not dominated by the absence of zinc. On the basis of this evidence, we believe the zincs ions are causing a local ($4 Å ) perturbation to the CS and are not a global influence. This seems reasonable as the majority of the zinc charge is being felt by the ligating side chains, which have lengths on the order 5 Å . Furthermore, when the atoms within 4 Å of the zinc ions are excluded from the CS prediction, an ensemble is constructed with 98% of its population common to structures in R Full .
Conformation of the PTAP late domain on the C-terminal arm
The Z-protein displays a PTAP motif (also known as the ''late domain'') on the C-terminal region (res: 81-84), which is the recognition motif for binding to the human protein Tsg101 that recruits several other cellular factors that promote viral budding. The major capsid proteins of HIV-1 (Gag) and Ebola virus (matrix protein VP40) both display a PTAP late domain that binds to Tsg101 to facilitate viral budding. The crystal structure of a minimal nine-residue peptide of the HIV-1 Gag late domain bound to Tsg101 shows that the PTAP motif binds in a partial left-handed type II polyproline helical conformation. It is plausible to expect the late domain of Z binds with a similar binding mode as HIV-1 Gag. We examined the PTAP late domain of R Full to see if a similar conformation to the bound HIV-1 Gag existed. We found that the late domain adopted differing secondary structures including extended and partially helical conformations in our ensemble. The tertiary structure of some configurations had direct interactions between PTAP and the core of Z, whereas in other structures PTAP was free of any contacts with the core, allowing the C-terminus to sample a variety of conformational states. As the sequence of Z and the bound HIV-1 peptide share the five residues sequence PTAPP, we calculated the C a rmsd over PTAPP of Z compared with the bound conformation of the HIV-1 Gag peptide. 39 The closest PTAPP conformation to HIV-1 Gag peptide was 0.9 Å C a rmsd [ Fig. 6(a) ]. This conformation of Z had a C-terminal conformation with few contacts to the core, therefore presenting a tertiary structure and extended secondary structure capable of binding to Tsg101.
The structure we propose to be favorable for binding Tsg101 has the second largest population weight in R Full . When compared with the most populated configuration in R Full , many differences are observed in the C-terminal configurations [ Fig. 6(b) ]. In the most populated conformation, Pro85 has a favorable hydrophobic contact with Leu51 on the a-helix, which should partially order the C-terminus. This C-terminal conformation is additionally stabilized by favorable hydrophobic contacts between Ile92 and Leu56 on the a-helix as well as side-chain hydrogen bonds between Ser78-Thr55 and Ser91-Asn52. Because of these extensive contacts between the C-terminus and the core, we propose that the C-terminus and the PTAP late domain will undergo a structural transition from this partially ordered state to a more disordered state that would allow binding of Tsg101.
Predicting the structure of the eIF4E:Z complex with protein-protein docking Translation initiation is a highly regulated step of gene expression, and eIF4E is an important switch in controlling translation. 40,41 As eIF4E is the least abundant initiation factor, recruitment of eIF4E to the translation initiation complex (eIF4F) is a rate-limiting prerequisite for binding to the ribosome. 40,41 When Z binds to eIF4E it inhibits protein synthesis by preventing the formation of the eIF4F. Experimental structures of eIF4E binding to its natural target eIF4G 42 (a component of the eIF4F complex) and also to a minimal regulatory peptide E4-BP1 peptide 43 both show an a-helix recognition site [ Fig.  7(a) ] where the motif (YDRXFL/) is the key interaction, / is a conserved hydrophobic residue, and the most important residues are Y and L. 44 The RING domain of PML and Z is known to bind to eIF4E, but neither of these proteins contains the (YDRXFL/) recognition motif, 45 suggesting that a yet unidentified binding interaction occurs in the eIF4E:Z complex. Therefore, we preformed protein-protein docking of Z to eIF4E in an effort to identify a binding mechanism consistent with experimental observations. Protein-protein docking was performed using ZDOCK for all members of the R Full and H Full ensembles to the crystal structure of human eIF4E. The top-ranked complex of Z binding to eIF4E exhibited complementary interactions of the a-helix from Z into the eIF4E a-helix binding site [ Fig. 7(b) ], this will be referred to as the best static structure. Previous experiments have shown that mutations of either the first zinc center of Z (res: Figure 6 Conformation of the late domain (PTAPP) that is favorable for binding to Tsg101. (a) Superposition of PTAPPs from Z (magenta) and HIV-1 Gag (gray) bound to Tsg101 (1M4P). (b) The second most populated member of R Full (cyan) presents a conformation of the late domain (magenta) that is favorable for binding Tsg101. The most populated member of R Full is shown in gray. When these two conformations are superimposed over the core, a distance of 25 Å separates the PTAPP motifs. The gray conformation has extensive contacts between the C-terminus and the core, whereas the cyan conformation has very few.
Prediction of Lassa Virus Z-Protein Structure C31, C34, C50, and C53) or Trp73 of eIF4E also disrupted binding of Z with eIF4E. 17 Two of the top-ranked models from R Full account for this observation [top ranked, Fig. 8(a) and fifth-ranked poses, Fig. 8(b) ] by exhibiting a short distance between the first zinc and Trp73 of eIF4E, whereas no top-ranked models from H Full agree with this observation. Both of these predicted binding modes for Z would also prevent binding of eIF4E to eIF4G and thus inhibit protein synthesis. To further evaluate predicted binding poses, we ran five 1 ns unconstrained MD simulations for each of the top five complexes from R Full and H Full to check their stability. Ensemble averaged properties over the five duplicate trajectories of each complex were computed and are presented in Table III . Four of the top five poses from R Full showed stable poses (<5 Å C a rmsd over the core), which is in contrast to the top binding poses from H Full where only one of the top five showed stability. The most stable complex was from H Full (third ranked), but it did not have the most favorable interaction energy.
Figure 7
Protein-protein interactions between eIF4E and three binding partners, known native interactions are shown in (a), predicted interactions shown in (b) and (c). (a) NMR structure (1RF8) of eIF4E (gray) and a fragment of eIF4G (magenta), which is the native protein-protein interaction formed in the heterotrimeric eIF4F initiation complex. Shown in blue is the crystal structure of the fragment 4E-BP1 (1WKW) bound to eIF4E. (b, c) Predicted structures of Z bound to eIF4E from protein-protein docking. 4E-BP1 (blue) is superimposed with the helix of Z for comparison. The chain of Z is colored rainbow from blue to red to show the orientation of the C-terminus, but the N-terminal residues 1-30 are removed for clarity, as they do not interact significantly. The best static structure of Z is shown in (b) and the best dynamics structure in (c).
Figure 8
Detailed interactions of the protein-protein interface of eIF4E (gray) and Z (rainbow) from the best static structure complex (a) and best dynamics structure complex (b) predicted from protein-protein docking. In both of these binding modes, the first zinc center binds in close proximity to W73 (cyan) in the eIF4E structure. In both binding modes, the predicted complex of Z is shown compared to the bound structure of 4E-BP1 (blue). In the best static structure complex (a), residues from the a-helix of Z isosterically replace several important residues in the a-helical recognition motif. R56 and L59 are shown for 4E-BP1, along with the residues N52 and L59 and from Z that replace these interactions. In the best dynamics structure complex (b), Z-protein residues I66 and K68 on a loop replace these interactions. The NZ atom from the K68 side chain of Z is in very close proximity to the guanidino group of R56 of 4E-BP1.
Additionally, this structure did not cover Trp73 of eIF4E, and there was a large separation (17.3 Å ) between the first zinc center of Z and Trp73 of eIF4E; therefore, we do not consider this complex to display a likely binding mechanism. We find that the fifth-ranked pose from R Full had the most favorable interaction energy and was stable during the MD simulation, and the first zinc center was proximal to Trp73 of eIF4E (9.3 Å ). Based upon the proximity of the first zinc center to Trp73 of eIF4E and the stability of the trajectories, we believe that our topranked and fifth-ranked poses from R Full are both reasonable, but that the fifth-ranked pose should be more favorable. The structure at the end of the most favorable of the five trajectories for the fifth ranked posed will be referred to the best dynamics structure. The best static structure was the fifth most populated (w j 5 7%) member of R Full , and the best dynamics structure was the 10th most populated (w j 5 3%) member of R
Full
. The interactions of both of these binding modes are detailed in Figure 8 , showing an overly with the binding peptide 4E-BP1 and detailing the most important residue replacements.
Protein-protein interface contacts properties were calculated using a 5.25 Å cutoff and showed similar agreement with the conclusions drawn from the ensembleaveraged properties. The best dynamics structure had 3112 total contacts compared with 2364 for the crystal structure of the eIF4E:4E-BP1 complex, which agrees with the expectation that Z should bind more favorably than the 4E-BP1 regulatory peptide. 17,46 Our best static structure only exhibited 2346 total contacts, and the number of contacts decreased significantly after dynamics; in contrast, the best dynamics structure number of contacts increased during its trajectory.
A Table IV . We identified six residues in the Z-protein that contributed to the interface of both binding modes: residues L56, L57, and V60 of the a-helical region, and residues I92, R93, and P94 of the C-terminal region. This finding is of particular interest because these two separate sequence regions in the Z-protein are in close contact with each other in the most populated member of R Full . In the most populated member of R Full , the hydrophobic side chain of I92 on the C-terminus forms a strong side-chain contact with L56 on the a-helix, which buries the a-helical recognition motif. In this most populated conformation, the distance between the C b atoms of L56 and I92 is 4.8 Å , and this distance is 20.8 and 12.9 Å for the best static and dynamics structures, respectively (see Fig. 9 ). In both binding modes, residue I92 from the flexible C-terminal arm moves away from the helix and forms hydrophobic contacts with eIF4E, leaving the a-helix (including L56) exposed to form strong hydrophobic contacts with eIF4E. Despite the fact that two common regions of the Z-protein contribute to the binding interface of both the best static and dynamics structures, there are also many differences in contacts between the two structures. In Table  V , several mutations to the sequence of Z are proposed to discriminate between the two binding mechanism experimentally. The rmsd was calculated by aligning the trajectories to their minimized complex and measured over the C a atoms of the core (units are Å ). The interaction energies listed are the total (DENER), the van der Waals component (DVDW), the electrostatic component (DELEC), and the electrostatic desolvation component (DGB) (units are kcal/mol). For each of these top binding poses, five 1 ns trajectories were run, and the averages were calculated over the last 500 ps over all five trajectories.
Table IV
Interface Contacts in the Predicted Complex of Z Binding to eIF4E
Best static structure (no dynamics)
Best dynamics structure (fifth ranked static pose) K32  E32  H25  H78  S33  W73  P28  N77  N52  E132  N46  H37  T55  R186  Y48  E70  L56  I138  L49  W73  L57  H37  C53  N77  V60  P38  L56  Y76  K74  D143  L57  W73  K76  E185  V60  R128  I92  P190  P65  W73  P93  E185  I66  V69  P94  E185  K68  E132  I92  H78  R93  D71  P94 E70
Some example contacts between side-chain residues (heavy atom distance < 5.25 Å ) are shown, which establish the overall orientation of the two binding poses. Residues of Z common to both binding poses are shown in bold.
One of the key differences between various conformations of the Z-protein is the contacts formed between the C-terminal region and the core of the protein. The members of R Full exhibit a variety of conformations for the C-terminus, but these different conformations are more structured and discrete (more lower order side-chain contacts), compared with the N-terminus, which behaves more as a flexible linker. The conformations of residues 68-80 are partially ordered by common hydrophobic contacts between residues L71 and L75 and the a-helical residue L58. Several of the most populated members of R Full have a contact between L75 and L58, including the two most populated members and the best static binding pose to eIF4E. In the best static binding structure, the partially folded conformation of residues 68-85 is extremely important for presenting a flat interface that allows the helix to bind. Contacts that contributed to the interface from the region of res: 68-85 are a result of a partially folded and well-ordered conformation of this region, which is stabilized by several important intraprotein contacts in Z. In the best dynamics binding structure, the region of residues 74-76 formed a b-sheet structure with three well-ordered b-sheet hydrogen bonds over residues 41-43 (K74@O-E43@H, R76@H-L41@O, R76@O-L41@H). A salt bridge between R76 and E43 also stabilized this structure. In addition to the formation of this short b-sheet, this alternatively folded conformation of Z was stabilized by partially disordered helical structure over residues 80-90. In duplicate MD simulation trajectories of the best dynamics structure, this helical structure was only partially stable, likely due to the fact that it is a proline-rich region. This sequence region res: 80-90 (APTAPPTAAD) exhibits a diverse amount of partially ordered conformations with many low contact order side-chain interactions. The conformation that exhibits the structure of the PTAP motif that would allow binding to Tsg101 has broken almost all contacts between the C-terminus and the core and is likely to be disordered (see Fig. 6 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have refined homology models and constructed ensembles of configurations that agree well with experimental data (chemical shifts and secondary structure) over segments and over the entire Lassa Z protein. The ensembles produce better agreement between the experimental chemical shifts than any of the individual model structures. We have identified a consistent topology and tertiary structure for the most structured region of the protein (res: 31-67) common within the Figure 9 Comparison of predicted binding structures of Z (to eIF4E) with the most populated conformation of Z from R Full (predicted solution structure). Residues L56 on the a-helix and I92 on the flexible Cterminal arm both contribute contacts to the eIF4E-binding surface. The best static structure (a) and the best dynamics structure (b) of Z in the predicted complex (red) are superimposed with the most populated solution conformation (cyan). In the solution conformation, residue I92 forms a strong hydrophobic contact with L56. In both binding conformations of Z, the flexible C-terminal arm swings out, allowing both L56 and I92 to form strong hydrophobic contacts with the surface of eIF4E (gray). L56  K32  K32D  N46  N46A  L57  S32  S32G  Y48  Y48A  V60  N52  N52A  L49  L49R  I92  K74  K74E  I66  I66A  R93  K76  K76E  K68  K68A  P94 R73 R73E
Mutations are proposed that would specifically abrogate binding in each binding mode to experimentally discriminate between the best static and dynamics binding pose.
various ensembles. Our results indicate that both the Cterminus and N-terminus are very flexible regions capable of adopting different configurations. The identification of structured and more flexible regions is consistent with experimental observations. Our ensemble from replica exchange refined structures, R Full were identified to have favorable binding with translation initiation factor eIF4E and both showed stability over a 1 ns simulation. Both structures account for the observation that Z binds at the dorsal surface of eIF4E with the first zinc center close to Trp73 of eIF4E. Common and different interface contacts between the two binding modes were identified, and mutations to Z were proposed to discriminate between the two mechanisms. The second most populated member of R Full displayed a configuration that we predict to be capable of binding budding factor Tsg101. This structure's extended configuration of the PTAP late domain and the lack of core-PTAP interactions present a configuration that closely matches those of the HIV-1 Gag:Tsg101 crystal structure. The most populated member of R Full displays a more compact configuration, which would not bind favorably to either eIF4E or Tsg101. This most populated member may represent the dominant configuration of Z when it is free in solution, absent of any binding partners. We conclude from this work that the flexible C-terminal arm of the Z-protein mediates interaction with multiple binding partners. The most populated conformation of R Full in solution would prevent binding to either Tsg101 or to eIF4E, whereas the second most populated conformation may bind to Tsg101, and a less populated conformation may bind to eIF4E (see Fig. 10 ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Homology modeling
Homology modeling was used to generate initial model structures of the target protein. Template structures were identified with PSI-BLAST 47 ; 11 templates displayed sequence similarity to the target (25-35% identity) and also contained zinc-binding domains (pdbid: 1CHC, 1FBV, 1IYM, 2CKL:A, 2CKL:B, 2CSY, 2EA6, 2ECN, 2ECT, 2JMD, and 2YSL). The software package MODELLER 25,48 was used to build models from the templates. This package allows ligands to be built into the model structure, and therefore models were generated, which incorporated the zinc ions. For each template, five models were generated. Additionally, the sequence was submitted to the I-TASSER web server, 23,24,49 which also returned five models. The zinc ions were incorporated into the I-TASSER models by aligning these models with a MODELLER model and copying the zinc coordinates. Of the 11 templates used with MODELLER, only four (1FBV, 2CSY, 2ECN, and Figure 10 Three conformational states of the C-terminus: (left) conformation predicted to bind eIF4E, (center) the most populated conformation in solution, and (right) the conformation predicted to bind Tsg101.
Prediction of Lassa Virus Z-Protein Structure 2CKL:B) returned models with reasonable zinc-binding geometry. These 20 models, plus the five models returned from I-TASSER, were subjected to a structure refinement protocol.
Energy evaluations and replica exchange MD with CHARMM Before any molecular mechanics were performed, the zinc-binding cysteines (res: 31, 34, 44, 50, 53, 64, and 67) were modified by deleting the sulfur-bound hydrogen and all associated bonds, angles, and dihedrals. The force field parameters of the zinc-binding cysteines were made consistent with the model described by Bredenberg and Nilsson. 50 The CHARMM simulation package, 51,52 with the CHARMM27/CMAP all-atom force field, 53-55 was used for all minimization and dynamics calculations in this work. A total of 2.4 Å separations between zinc and the zinc-coordinating atoms (sulfur for cysteine, d-nitrogen for histidine) were maintained with 100 kcal/ (mol Å 2 ) harmonic restraints. The hydrogen-bond distances were equilibrated with 1000 steps of steepest descent (SD) minimization in vacuum with restraints on all nonhydrogen atoms; successive rounds of minimization with 300, 200, and 100 kcal/(mol Å 2 ) spring constants were used. The same procedure was repeated using the GBMV implicit solvent model, 56-58 with 100 SD steps at each restraint level. A 25 kcal/(mol Å 2 ) harmonic restraint was placed on all backbone atoms, and 100 SD steps were performed followed by 100 steps of adopted basis Newton-Raphson.
The 25 minimized structures were each submitted to a REX protocol 27,28 carried out using the aarex.pl script, available from the Multiscale Modeling Tools in Structural Biology (MMTSB Tool Set). 26 Sixteen temperature windows ranging from 300 to 600 K were used. Each replica was run for 500 fs between exchange attempts; 1000 REX cycles were done for each model. The dynamics of each replica was conducted using GBMV implicit solvent, the SHAKE algorithm 59 to fix hydrogen-bond lengths, 100 kcal/(mol Å 2 ) harmonic restraints between zinc and zinc-coordinating atoms, and a 1 fs time step. Both the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions were cutoff at 16 Å .
The structures from the last 101 REX cycles in the lowest temperature window (300 K) for all models were gathered for clustering (2525 total structures). A hierarchal clustering method was performed using the cluster.pl program available in the MMTSB Tool Set. 26 The clusters were delineated based upon rmsd values of the C a and C b atoms. Further clustering was attempted on any cluster with at least 50 members; clusters were subclustered into a maximum of 100 clusters. The energy was evaluated for all members of each cluster using the same parameters as the REX dynamics runs, and the lowest energy structure in each cluster was identified. Chemical shifts of the structures were computed using the SPARTA program, which computes chemical shifts for backbone N, H N , H a , C a , C b , and C 0 atoms. 34 Helical segments were identified using DSSP 60 and the UCSF Chimera program. 61
Construction of minimal CS-rmsd ensembles
A CS-rmsd was calculated between the predicted and experimental CS. A nonlinear fitting algorithm was used to minimize the objective function v 
where w j is the weighting factor given to each structure, the sum i is over atoms, and j over the number of structures considered in the averaging. The weighting factor can be interpreted as the population weight of a configuration (i.e., the contribution of a structure to the ensemble). To test the robustness of the fitting algorithm, we randomly chose 13 of the 25 homology model structures, assigned each an arbitrary weight [obeying Eq. (2)], and computed a chemical shifts test set from these structures and weights. We then used this chemical shifts test set in place of the experimental shifts in Eq. (1) and ran the fitting algorithm on the full set of 25 homology models. The fitting algorithm was successful in assigning nonzero weights to only the 13 structures used to construct the test set, returned the same weights as the input weights (within 10 23 ), and gave a CS-rmsd of 2 3 10 24 ppm. It should be noted that the threshold value used throughout this article to determine nonzero weights was w j ! 10 22 (1%).
Protein-protein docking
The models of Z were docked against the crystal structure of eIF4E (1WKW). The eIF4E complex 43 was prepared for docking by removing the coordinates of all crystallographic waters as well as the bound regulatory peptide 4E-BP1 and the 5 0 mRNA cap analog m7GpppA. All members of the R Full and H Full were docked against the prepared structure of eIF4E. Fully unconstrained rigid-body docking was performed using the ZDOCK web server (http://zdock.bu.edu). 62-65 For each of the Z models in either ensemble, the top 50 binding poses out of 1000 (as ranked by ZDOCK) were then subjected to energy minimization in CHARMM using a 100 kcal/ (mol Å 2 ) harmonic restraint applied to the internal coor-dinates of both Z and eIF4E. First, 1000 steps of SD minimization was performed with a soft-core potential function followed by 1000 steps of SD minimization with the standard potential function. The GBMV implicit solvent model was applied, and an additional 500 steps of SD minimization was performed. The restraints on the internal coordinates were released, and interaction energies of the complexes were calculated. The total interaction energy was used to rank all of the complex structures. The interaction energy was computed by calculating the energy of the eIF4E:Z complex and then subtracting the energies of the individual unbound eIF4E and Z structures. The only contribution to the interaction energy came from the nonbonded terms (van der Waals, electrostatic, and GBMV), as the configuration of the individual proteins in the complexed and free state is identical.
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